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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 This research researches and investigates the truth about what is presented in some 

articles and researches that there are words or lexicons from the Arabic language considered to 

be An  Arabic loanwords in English language. I tried in my research to indicate the validity of 

this claim by analyzing these lexicons according to etymological rules as a linguistic method, to 

persuade their origin and roots in different none Arabic languages. 

  The research confirms that a large proportion of these words and lexicon are in fact of 

non-Arabic origin. The research studies these lexicons and returns them to their original roots 

and proves that the majority of these lexicons are not indeed Arabic. This linguistic trial includes 

comparing these words and lexicons with other languages, including languages belonging to the 

Endo-European language family and others. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

 

         It is hard to imagine how there could be history without language, without a means to pass 

a record of what was happened from one generation to the next through retold stories and epics. 

The development were living today is because of the Islamic work in medieval European culture 

by deriving many  features from Arabic works on Islamic such as the hadith and the spiritual  

writings of Ibn Arabi  was translated into Latin in 1264. Dante believed of Muslim philosophy 

naming Avicenna and Averroes in his list of non-Christian philosophers. 

          Many Arabic loanwords in western European including English, mostly old French. This 

includes scientific terms such as Alchemy and names of commodities such as cotton, sugar and 

coffee.     

           This research is divided into two chapters: 

                  The first chapter aims is to determine the nature and the origins of language and put 

privileged status for such inquiries  

.                The second chapter attempts to show what, where, when, and how the data were 

collected in addition to the analysis and the interpretation of the collected data.
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1.1 Introduction 

 

  This chapter reassesses language and reveals their chronological development. Their 

etymology is more important than any reason to say  

1.2  Definition of Language 

 

 “Language is a speech sound produced by human beings to express their ideas, emotions, 

thoughts, desires and feelings”. Aristotle.   

 

Figure 1: A medieval Arabic representation of Aristotle teaching a student. 

  

 Some very productive and suggestive theory that attempts to define and reconstruct the 

theory of Aristotle is the definition of Sapir (1921) expresses that “language is a purely human 
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and non-instinctive method of communicating ideas, emotions, and desires through a system of 

voluntarily produced sounds”. 

     I think it is now possible to make some fairly definite proposals about the language, 

     “Language is a system of conventional spoken, manual (signed), or written symbols by means 

of which human beings, as members of a social group and participants in its culture, express 

themselves”. 

1.3 Language Origin 

 

 “The emerging biolinguistic approach adopted a different stance. It took the object of 

inquiry to be, not behavior and its products, but the internal cognitive systems that enter into 

action and interpretation, and, beyond that, the basis in our fixed biological nature for the growth 

and development of these internal systems “Noam Chomsky.          

 

Figure 2: Imaginary debate between Averroes and Porphyry. Monfredo de Monte Imperiali Liber 

de herbis, 14th century. 
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I try to give some explanation of this point of view: 

      All Languages are linked to each other by shared words or sounds or grammatical 

constructions. The theory is that the members of each linguistic group have descended from one 

language, a common ancestor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Magnificent Linguistic Family Tree Shows How all Languages are Related. 

 

1.4 Language Study 

 

   Language Study is called Linguistics .Linguistics is the science of language, and linguists 

are scientists who apply the scientific method to questions about the nature and function of 

language. Linguists conduct formal studies of speech sounds, grammatical structures, and 

meaning across all the world's languages. 
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1.5 Etymology 

 

 Etymology the derivation of a word. A chronological account of the birth and 

development of  a particular word or element of a word, often delineating its spread from one 

language to another and its evolving changes in form and meaning. The study of historical 

linguistic change, especially as manifested in individual words. 

 

1.6 Conclusion  

 

  In this research I applied Etymological rules to a word list considered as of Arabic origin 

in some Indo-European languages to find out their actual origin. Some specialists and 

non specialists in linguists have tried to trace the origins of numbers of English words back to the 

Arabic language. Most of these attempts are not scientific in terms of linguists, and have some 

cultural and other reasons or a lack of scientific linguistic understanding and a hasty judgment on 

an important and sensitive linguistic issue. I tried to investigate the truth of these words, terms 

and phrases, and reveal their origins according to the rules of etymology in linguistics.
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5.1 Introduction 

 

       Some specialists and non specialists in linguistics have tried to trace the origins of numbers 

of English words back to the Arabic language. 

Most of the seat tempts are not scientific in term of linguistics, and have some cultural and other 

reasons, or a lack of scientific linguistic understanding and a hasty judgment on an important and 

sensitive linguistic issue. 

        I tried to investigate the truth of these words, terms and phrases, and reveal their origins 

according to the rules of etymology in linguistics.   

5.2  Problem statement 

5.2.1 Overview 

 The claim that some loanwordsor lexicons in English language are loanwords of Arabic 

origin without a scientific linguistic proof and need to be studied. 

 

5.2.2 Research Question/Hypothesis 

 

 What is the truth about the origins of the loanwords and lexicons that some call English 

words of Arabic language origin? Are they all or in part loan words from Arabic language? 

 

5.3 . OBJECTIVES AND AIMS 

5.3.1 Overall Objective 

 

 My main objective is to prove that not all loanwords in English that are believed to be of   

Arab origin is truly Arabic. 
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5.3.2 Specific Aims 

 

  The aim to prove the origin and rooting of the so-called Arabic words in the English  

language. 

5.4 BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

 

           For many decades, some have tried to prove that many of words in English language are 

of Arab origin, for cultural reasons and claiming the influence of Arabic culture and sciences in 

the middle ages on European cultures, especially English. 

       I tried to investigate this issue etymologically and I concluded that many of the words 

mentioned are not of Arabic origin, but rather are from other languages, or are from other 

languages but they were transferred by the Arabic language to the English language. That is, the 

Arabic language was the medium for the transfer of these words into the English language. 

 The Arabic language was the medium for transmitting these words because the Arab-Islamic 

culture was to some extent widespread at that time. 

        The Arab culture and the Arabic language were influenced by eastern cultures from 

linguistic aspects, which in turn transferred these influences to the European continent. 

 

5.5 RESEARCH DESIGN and methods 

5.5.1 Overview 

 

              I collected and selected 160 common words called Arabic origin in the English 

language. These words were claimed by many to be Arabic in origin. I applied etymology to 

them and showed their linguistic roots. I will explain in detail in the research what I found in 

term of the percentages of Arabic and non-Arabic words loanwords in English language. 
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5.5.2 Data Analyses  

 

           Selected 160 common words so called of Arabic origin in the English language. These 

words were claimed by many to be Arabic in origin. I applied etymology to them and showed 

their linguistic roots. I will explain in detail in the research what I found in term of the 

percentages of Arabic and non-Arabic words loanwords in English language. 

 

1.  Cipher (n.):  صفر 

        Arithmetical symbol for zero, from French cipher "nought, zero," Latin cifra, and Spanish 

and Italian cifra, are from Arabic sifr "zero," "empty, nothing,".  

 

2.  Carat (n.):  قيراط 

        Also karat, a measure of the fineness of gold, from French carat "measure of the fineness of 

gold" ,from Italian carato or Latin carratus, both from Arabic qirat "fruit of the carob tree. 

 

3.  Zero (n):  صفر 

 Figure which stands for naught in the Arabic notation," also "the absence of all quantity 

considered as quantity", from French zéro or directly from Italian zero, from Latin zephirum, 

from Arabic sifr "cipher. 

Cipher (n.). 

See zero (n.). 

 

4.  Elixir (n): اإلكسير 

 Al-'iksīr,  philosopher's stone;  medicinal potion. From Greek xērion, powder for drying 

wounds. 
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5.  Alembic (n.):  اإلنبيق 

 

  "Distillation vessel used in old chemistry," , from Old French alembic , from Old 

Spanish, from Arabic al-anbiq "distilling flask," from Persian, from Greek ambix "cup," a word 

of unknown, possibly Semitic origin. 

 

6.  Aubergine (n.)  الباذنجان 

      "Fruit of the eggplant", from French aubergine, from Catalan alberginera, from Arabic al-

badinjan "the eggplant", from Persian badin-gan, from Sanskrit vatigagam 

 

7.  Algebra (n.):  الجبر 

 Formal mathematics; the analysis of equations; the art of reasoning about quantitative 

relations by the aid of a compact and highly systematized notation,", from Latin algebra, from 

Arabic al- jabr. 

 

8.  Assassin (n.):  حشاشين 

 

From French and Italian Assissini, Assassini, from Arabic hashīshīn an Arabic nickname,  

 

9.  Algorithm (n.): الخوارزمية 

 Arabic system of computation, from French algorithm, from Old French algorisme "the 

Arabic numeral system" , from Latin algorismus, a mangled transliteration of Arabic  

al-Khwarizmi ". 

 

  Algorism (n.):الخوارزمية 

  See algorithm (n.) above 
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10.  Alchemy (n.):  الكيمياء 

 Chemistry, from Old French alchimie, alquemie, from Latin alkimia, from Arabic al-

kimiya, from Greek khemeioa, of uncertain origin. 

 

 Chemistry (n.) 

  See alchemy (n.) above  

 

11.  Alcohol (n):   الكحول 

       Fine powder produced by sublimation, from Latin alcohol "powdered ore of antimony," 

from Arabic al-kuhul "kohl," the fine metallic powder used to darken the eyelids, from kahala "to 

stain, paint. 

See kohl (n.) below. 

 

12.  Mocha(n.):  المخا 

       "Fine coffee," properly that produced in Yemen, from Mocha, Red Sea port of Yemen. 

  

13.  Amalgam (n.):  الملغمة 

  "A blend of mercury with another metal; soft mass formed by chemical manipulation," 

from French amalgame or directly from Latin amalgama, "alloy of , an alchemists' word, 

probably from Arabic al-malgham "an emollient poultice or unguent for sores from Greek 

malagma "softening substance," from Malassein "to soften," from malakos "soft" (from PIE 

*meldh-, from root *mel- "soft"). "Compound of different things".. 

 

14.  Admiral (n.):  أمير البحار 

 Aamiral, admirail, "Saracen commander or chieftain," from French amirail (12c.) 

"Saracen military commander; any military commander," from medieval Arabic Amir "military 

commander," from Kurdish Mir (Prince, leader)  
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15.  Amir (n.): أمير 

 Among Arabic or Muslim peoples, "chief of a family or tribe; a ruling prince," from 

Arabic Amir "commander" from Kurdish Mir (Prince, leader) 

 See admiral (n.) above. 

 

16.  Bezoar (n.):  بازهر 

 "Stone used as an antidote against poison," from Latin, from Arabic bazahr, from Persian 

pad-zahr "counter-poison”. 

 

17.  Popinjay (n.)/ Babaγā Parrot.  ببغاء 

 Papejaye, "a parrot," from French papegai from Spanish papagayo, from Arabic babagha', 

Persian babgha "parrot” 

 

18.  Alfalfa (n.): العلف 

 From Spanish alfalfa, from Arabic al-fisfisa "fresh fodder." from Old Iranian compound 

*aspa-sti- "alfalfa, clover," from *aspa- "horse" (from PIE root *ekwo- "horse") + -sti- "food," 

from suffixed form of PIE root *ed- "to eat.". 

 

19.  Berseem (v.):  برسيم 

  "To seem; to be seemly," from be- + seem. 

   

20.  Borax (n.):  بورق 

 Name given to several minerals, specifically to a salt formed from the union of boracic 

acid and soda, from Anglo-French boras, from Latin baurach, from Arabic buraq, from Persian 

burah. 
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21.  Tamarind (n): تمر هندي 

 "Fruit of the tamarind tree," from Arabic tamrhindi "date of India," from hind "India.".  

 

22.  Nutation (n.):  تنوين 

  "Action of nodding," from Latin nutationem, noun of action from past participle stem of 

nutare "to nod," from PIE *neu- "to nod 

 

23.  Jerboa (n.) / gerbil (n.):   جربوع  

 Small desert rodent, Modern Latin, from Arabic jarbu "flesh of the loins," . 

 See gerbil (n.) 

Gerbil (n.)  Gerbile, from French gerbille, from Latin Gerbillus, the genus name, from gerbo, 

from Arabic yarbu. Earlier English form, jarbuah ,was directly from Arabic. 

 

24.  Jar (n.):  جرة 

 " Earthen or glass cylindrical vessel," from French jarre "liquid measure smaller than a 

barrel," from Medieval Latin jarra or Spanish or Catalan jarra, all from Arabic jarrah "earthen 

water vessel, ewer" .Mediterranean sea-trade, which is from Persian jarrah "a jar, earthen water. 

 

25.  Julep: جالب  

 "Syrupy drink in which medicine is given," from French julep, from Latin julapium, from 

Arabic julab, from Persian gulab a sweet drink. 

  

26.  Camel (n.): َجَمل  

 Large ruminant quadruped used in Asia and Africa as a beast of burden, English camel, 

from Old North French camel, from Latin camelus, from Greek kamelos, from Hebrew or 

Phoenician gamal, perhaps related to Arabic jamala "to bear." 
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27.  Jinn (n.) / genie(n.): جن 

 Djen, from Arabic jinn. "Demons, spirits, angels;"  

 See genie (n.) below 

 

28.  Genie (n.) :  جن 

 "Tutelary spirit," from French génie, from Latin genius from French jinni, a translation 

from «Arabian Nights” 

  

29.  Hashish (n.):  حشيش 

 Also hasheesh, from Arabic hashīsh "powdered hemp, hemp. 

 

30.  Henna (n.):  حناء  

 Cosmetic from the henna plant," from Arabic hinna, name for the small thorny, from 

Arabic from Persian, from Kurdish: Kahana. 

  

31.  Carob (n.): خّروب 

 English name of a leguminous evergreen tree native to the eastern Mediterranean lands, 

from French carobe, from Arabic (Semitic) kharrub "locust bean pod" and in Persian as khirnub), 

from Assyrian kharubu or Aramaickharubha "carob tree, carob.". 

 

32. Arsenal (n.):  دار الصناعة 

 "Dockyard, dock with naval stores," from Italian arzenale, from Arabic dar as-sina'ah 

"workshop. 
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33.  Carmine (n.):  قِْرِمز 

 "Pure red dyestuff obtained from cochineal," from French carmin, from Latin carminium, 

from Arabic qirmiz "crimson”. 

 

34.  Realgar (n.):  رهج الغار 

     From Arabic. Chemical substance (arsenic sulfide) 

  

35.  Civet (n.):  زباد 

    Cat-like quadruped of northern Africa, from French civette ,from Arabic zabad "civet," which 

is said to be related to zabad "foam, froth," zubd "cream,. 

  

36.  Giraffe (n.):   زرافة  

         Ruminant animal of Africa with long-neck, giraffa, from Italian giraffa, from Arabic 

zarafa, probably from an African language. 

  

37.  Saffron (n.):  زعفران  

      From Old French safran, from Latin safranum, from Arabic az-za'faran, which is of unknown 

origin. 

  

38.  Spinach (n.): سبانخ  

  From Anglo-French spinache, French spinaches, from Andalusian Arabic isbinakh, from 

Arabic isbanakh, from Persian aspanakh "spinach”, from Kurdish aspanakh. 

  

39.  Sugar (n.): سكر 

 Sugre, from French sucre "sugar" from Latin succarum, from Arabic sukkar, from Persian 

shakar, from Kurdish Shakir, from Sanskrit sharkara "ground or candied sugar, gravel". 
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40.  Zenith (n.):  سمت الرأس 

 Point of the heavens directly overhead at any place, from Old French, from Latin cenit, 

senit, from Arabic samt "road, path," abbreviation of samtar-ras, meaning «the way over the 

head."  

 

41.  Azimuth (n.):  سمت 

  Arc marking the distance of a star from the north or south point of the meridian, from 

French azimut, from Arabic as-sumut "the ways. 

  

42.  Sash (n.): شاش 

 Strip of cloth, from Arabic shash "muslin cloth." Meaning strip of cloth worn about the 

waist or over the shoulder.  

 

43.  Sherbet, sorbet, shrub, syrup (n.): شراب, شربات 

 Zerbet, drink made from diluted fruit juice and sugar, from Turkish serbet, from Persian 

sharbat, from Arabic sharba (t) a drink. 

  

44.  Sofa /suffa (n.): ُصفّة 

  Raised section of a floor, covered with carpets and cushions, from Turkish sofa, from 

Arabic suffah "bench of stone or wood; a couch." Meaning "long stuffed seat for reclining". 

  

45.  Tahini (n.):  طحينة 

 From Arabic tahina, from Thaana "to grind or crush." 
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46.  Tarragon (n.):  طرخون 

 Artemisia Dracunculus, Eastern European plant of the wormwood genus, from Latin 

tragonia, from Byzantine Greek tarchon, from Arabic tarkhon, from a non-Arabic source, from 

Kurdish Tarkhum. 

 

47.  Lacquer lakk (n.): طالء لك 

 Dye obtained from lac "gold-colored solution of shellac," from French lacre, name for a 

kind of sealing wax, from Portuguese lacre, from Arabic lakk, from Persian lak 

  

48.  Talc (n.):  طلق 

 Talke, from French talc, from Spanish talco and Latin talcus, from Arabic talq, from 

Persian talk "talc. 

 

49.  Adobe (n.):  الطوب 

  From Spanish adobe "unburnt brick dried in the sun," form of Arabic al-tob "the brick," 

from Coptic tube "brick," a word found in hieroglyphics. From Sumerian Dab (clay tablet) from 

Kurdish Dab (writing board) 

   

50.  Alidade (n.):  عضادة 

 Not used in English  

 

51.  Attar (n.):  عطار 

  Perfume from flowers, from Hindi/Urdu atr perfume, from Persian 'itr "perfume," from 

Arabic 'itr "perfume, aroma.". 
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52.  Ambergris (n.):  عنبر 

  From French ambregrisgray amber, "a wax-like substance of ashy colour, found floating 

in tropical seas, a morbid secretion from the intestines of the sperm-whale. From Latin from 

Arabic 'anbar. 

 

53.  Lute (n.):  العود 

        Musical instrument, from French lut, leut, from Arabic al-'ud, the Arabian lute, meaning 

"the wood" 

 

54.  Garble (n.) (v.):  غربال 

         To inspect and remove the dirt and dross from (spices)," from Anglo-French garbeler, from 

Latin, Catalan, and Italian garbellare, from Arabic gharbal "to sift”. 

  

55.  Gazelle (n.):  غزال 

   From French gazelle, Arabic ghazal. 

   

56.  Ghoul (n.): غول 

 Goul, from Arabic ghul, an evil spirit that robs graves and feeds on corpses. 

 

57.  Fustic (n.):  الفسطيط أو الفستيق 

       From Greek (pistakē=πιστακη)  

 

58.  Fennec (n.):  فنك  

 Fox-like animal of Africa, from Arabic fenek. 
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59.  Kermes, crimson (n.): قرمز 

 Shield louse (Coccus ilicis) that yields a red dye, from Latin, from Arabic qirmiz 

"kermes, from Kurdish Qurmiz," from Sanskrit krmi-ja a compound meaning "(red dye). 

  

60.  Cotton (n.):  قطن  

 White fibrous substance containing the seeds of the cotton plant, from French coton, from 

Arabic qutn, a word perhaps of Egyptian origin. 

 

61.  Quintal (n.):  قنطار  

 A unit of weight equal to a hundred pounds, from Old French quintal 

"hundredweight,"from Latin quintale, from Arabic quintar, from Late Greek kentenarion, from 

Latin centenarius "containing a hundred". 

  

62.  Coffee (n.):  قهوة  

        Drink made from the ground and roasted seeds of a tree originally native to, from Dutch 

koffie, from Turkish kahveh, from Arabic qahwah "coffee". 

  

63.  Camphor (n.):  كافور 

 Whitish volatile substance with a penetrating odor, the product of trees in east Asia and 

Indonesia, from Old camphre, from Latin camfora, from Arabic kafur, from old Iranian, from 

Sanskrit karpuram.  

 

64.  Kohl (n.): كحل 

       Powder used to darken the eyelids, from Arabic kuhl, from Kurdish Kill. 
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65.  Caraway (n.):  كراويا 

 Plant of southern Europe, the aromatic seeds of which are used in cooking and baking, 

from Latin carui, from Arabic al-karawiya from Greek karon "cumin. 

   

66.  Curcuma (n.) /Crocus (n.):  كركم 

  Curcuma (n.)  Coloring matter of turmeric, from Curcuma, genus name for plants of the 

ginger family, from Arabic kurkum "saffron, turmeric.". 

       -Crocus (n.)  "flowering plant best known for producing the spice and dyestuff saffron, from 

Latin crocus, from Greek krokos "crocus," also "saffron," a word probably of Semitic from 

Sanskrit kunkumam. 

 

67.  Azure (n.):  الزورد  

 Sky-blue color, from French azur, asur, a color name from Greek lazour, from Persian 

lajward, from Lajward. 

 

68.  Benzoin (n.):  لبان جاوي 

 Balsamic resin obtained from a tree in Indonesia, from French benjoin, from Arabic 

lubanjawi "incense of Java”. 

 

69.  Loofah (n.):  لوف أو لوفة 

  From Egyptian Arabic lufah, the name of the plant (Luffa ægyptiaca) with fibrous pods. 

 

70.  Lilac (n.):  ليلك  

  Shrub of genus Syringa with mauve flowers, from French lilac, from Turkish leylak, 

from Persian. Lilac. 
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71.  Mohair/muxayyar (n.): مخير 

 Fine hair of the Angora goat, from Arabic mukhayyar "cloth of goat hair. 

 

72.  Macramé (n.): مقرمة 

 Ornamental trimming made by leaving long fringes of thread and knotting the threads 

together in a geometrical pattern, from French macramé, from Turkish maqrama "towel, napkin," 

from Arabic miqramah "embroidered veil. 

  

73.  Monsoon (n.): موسم 

 Alternating trade wind of the Indian Ocean, from Arabic mawsim "time of year, 

appropriate season. 

  

74.  Muslin (n.): موصلي 

         Woven cotton fabric," from French mousseline, from Italian mussolina, from Mussolo, 

Italian name of Mosul, city in northern Mesopotamia (modern Iraq).. 

 

75.  Mummy (n.): مومياء 

 Mummie, "medicinal substance prepared from mummy tissue," from Latin mumia, from 

Arabic mumiyah "embalmed body," from Persian mumiya "asphalt," from mum "wax.",  from 

Kurdish Mom. 

 

76.  Trafalgar (n.):  طرف الغار 

       Cape in southwestern Spain, from Arabic taraf-al-garb "end of the west," or taraf-agarr 

"end of the column. 
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77.  Orange (n.):  نارنج  

         Fruit of the orange tree, from French orange, orenge  from Latin pomum de orenge, an 

alteration of Arabic naranj, from Persian narang, from Kurdish Narinj, from Sanskrit naranga-s 

"orange tree”. 

 

78.  Satin (n.): نسيج أطلس الزيتون 

 From Old French satin, from Arabic (atlas) zaytuni, meaning "(satin) from Zaitun," a 

Chinese city. 

   

79.  Nadir (n.):  نظير 

  In astronomy, "imaginary point of the celestial sphere vertically opposite to the zenith of 

the sun; the inferior pole of the horizon," from Latin nadir, from Arabic nazir. 

  

80. Anil (n.): نيلة 

           West Indian shrub from which indigo is made, from Arabic an-nil "the indigo", from 

Persian nila, from, Sanskrit nili "indigo," from nilah "dark blue." 

  

 

81.  Jasmine / jessamine (n.):  ياسمين 

  From French jasmine, from Arabic yas (a)min, from Persian yasmin, name of a Persian 

perfume, from Kurdish Yasamana. 

 

82.  Artichoke (n.): شوكي-األرضي  

Thistle-like plant, from articiocco, Northern Italian variant of Italian arcicioffo, from Spanish 

alcarchofa, from Arabic al-hursufa "artichoke”. 
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83.  Albacore (n.):  الباكورة 

 Name given to a large type of tuna caught in the Tropics, from Portuguese albacora, from 

Arabic al bakara "milk cow”. 

  

84.  Apricot (n.):  البرقوق 

 Roundish, orange-colored, plum-like fruit, from Arabic al-birquq, through Byzantine 

Greek berikokkia, from Latin (mālum) praecoquum "early-ripening (fruit)". 

  

85.  Alkanet (n.):  الحنة 

 The plant alkanet or its root (used as a dye material and a styptic), from Latin, from, 

Arabic al-hinna, from Kurdish Khana. 

 

86.  Hazard (n.):   النرد  -الزهر  

 From French 'hasart', from Arabic al-zār, the die, from the name of Castle Hasart' or 

'Asart' in Syria. 

  

87.  Alizarin (n.):  العصارة 

 Not used in English 

   

88.  Albatross (n.):  الغطاس 

  From Spanish or Portuguese albatros, "large, web-footed sea-bird; cormorant, from 

Arabic al-ghattas "sea eagle". 

 

89.  Alkali (n.): القلي 

           Soda ash, from Latin alkali, from Arabic al-qaliy "the ashes, burnt ashes, from qala "to 

roast in a pan.". 
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90.  Camera (n.):  القمره 

   Vaulted building; arched roof or ceiling, from Latin camera "a vault, vaulted room, from 

Greek kamara "vaulted chamber, anything with an arched cover, from uncertain origin. 

 

91.  Almanac (n.): المناخ 

  Book of permanent tables of astronomical data from Latin almanachus, a word of 

uncertain origin. The Latin word is often said to be from Arabic But somehow uncertain. 

  

92.  Burnous (n.): بُرنُس 

 Pertaining to a bulb, from Latin bulbous. 

 

93.  Barbican (n.): انهباب خ  

 Outer fortification of a city or castle, from French barbacane "exterior fortification, from 

Arabic or Persian. 

  

94.  Barrio (n.):  برية 

  Ward of a Spanish city, sometimes also used of rural settlements, from Spanish barrio 

"district, suburb," from Arabic barriya "open country", from Sumerian Bar-ra (outside). 

 

95.  Tobacco (n.):  تبغ 

 From Spanish tabaco, in part from an Arawakan language of the "a roll of tobacco leaves. 
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96.  Dragoman (n.):  ترجمان 

   An interpreter, a guide for travelers, from French drugemen, from Latin dragumanus, 

from Greek dragoumanos, from Arabic targuman "interpreter," from Aramaic turgemānā, from 

Akkadian. 

 

97.  Tariff (n.): تعرفة 

 Arithmetical table, also  an official list of customs duties on imports or exports; law 

regulating import duties," from Italian tariffa "tariff, price, assessment, from  Latin tarifa "list of 

prices, book of rates," from Arabic ta'rif "information, notification, a making known; inventory 

of fees to be paid. 

 

98.  Traffic (n.):  تفريق 

  Trade, commerce, from French trafique, from Italian traffic, from trafficare "carry on 

trade," of uncertain origin. 

   

99.  Gibberish (n.):  جابر 

  Rapid and inarticulate speech; talk in no known language, imitative of the sound of 

chatter, probably influenced by jabber, from the language of rogues and gypsies. 

  

100. Abelmosk (n.):  حب المسك 

 Not used in English 

 

101. Cable (n.):  حبل 

 Large, strong rope or chain used on a ship, from French cable, from Latin capulum 

"lasso, rope, halter for cattle," from Latin capere "to take, seize," from PIE root *kap- "to grasp.". 
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102. Harem (n.):  حريم 

 Part of a Middle Eastern house reserved for women, from Turkish harem, from Arabic 

haram "wives and concubines," originally "women's quarters. 

  

103. Date (n.):   بلح  -دقل  

 From Arabic daqal "date palm", From French datte, from Latin dactylus, from Greek 

daktylos, a finger, a date. 

  

104. Divan (n.):  ديوان 

        From Persian Diwan, from Kurdish Diwan or diw (room). 

 

 

105. Racquet (n.):  راحة اليد 

  Handled instrument to strike the ball in tennis, from French rachette, requette, rechete, 

resquette "racket for hitting; the palm of the hand," of uncertain origin. 

 

106. Roc (n.):  رخ 

 Large, ferocious bird of fable, from Arabic rukhkh, from Persian rukh.  

 

107. Rice (n.):  رز 

 Riz, from Arabic, from Latin and Greek oryza, from Tamil arisi. 

 

108. Risk (n.):  رزق 

 Not used in English 
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109. Ream (n.): رزمة 

  Standard commercial measure of paper, from French reyme, from Spanish resma, from 

Arabic rizmah "bundle" (of paper). 

  

110. Serendipity (n.):  سرنديب 

  The name is from Serendip, an old name for (Sri Lanka), from Arabic Sarandib, from 

Sanskrit Simhaladvipa "Dwelling-Place-of-Lions Island.". 

  

111. Safari (n.):  سفر 

  From Swahili, meaning "journey, expedition," from Arabic, meaning "referring to a 

journey," from Safar "journey". 

 

112. Sequin (n.):  سك 

 Name of a former Italian and Turkish gold coin, from French sequin, from Italian 

zecchino, name of a Venetian coin, from zecca "a mint," from Arabic sikkah "a minting die." 

 

113. Saluki (n.):  سلوقي  

Not used in English 

  

114. Sumac (n.): سَماق 

 Preparation of dried, chopped leaves of a plant, from French sumac, from Latin sumach, 

from Arabic summaq, from Syrian summaq "red". 

  

115. Sesame (n.):  سمسم 

 Sisamie, from Latin sesamum from Greek sesamon "seed or fruit of the sesame plant," 

from Phoenician from Babylonian *shawash-shammu and Assyrian shamash-shammu "sesame.  
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116. Chiffon (n.):  َّشف 

  Feminine finery, something used by women purely for adornment, from French chiffon 

“a rag, piece of cloth", of unknown origin. 

 

117. Jacket (n.):  َّشك 

  Short garment for men, from French jaquet, from Spanish jaco, from Arabic shakk 

"breastplate". 

   

118. Checkmate (n.):  شاه مات  

    In chess, from French eschec mat from Arabic shah mat "the king died" 

 

 

  

119. Cheque (n.): شيك 

       From French, from Latin, from Arabic, from the Persian word shah, or "king". 

  

120. Soda, Sodium (n.): ,صوديو  صودا  

   Sodium carbonate, an alkaline substance extracted from certain, of uncertain origin. 

  

121. Drub (n.):  ضرب 

  To beat soundly, from Arabic darb "a beating,". 

  

122. Tazza (n.):  طشت  -طاسة  

  From French, from Arabic tassah, from Persian tasht "cup, saucer." from Kurdish 

Tasht(large container. 
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123. Toque (n.): طاقية / طاقية 

 Kind of round hat, from French toque, from Spanish toca "woman's headdress, from 

Arabic taka, from Persian taq "veil, shawl." 

 

124. Tare (n.): طرح / انقاص وزن 

  Allowable difference between gross and net weight, deduction made from gross weight 

of goods to account for approximate weight of packaging or container holding them," from 

Anglo-French tare "wastage in goods, deficiency, imperfection" ,from Italian Tara, from Latin 

Tara, from Arabic tarah, "thing deducted or rejected, that which is thrown away," 

   

125. Talisman (n.): طالسم 

  Magical figure cut or engraved under certain observances, from French talisman, from 

Arabic tilsam from Byzantine Greek telesma "talisman, religious rite, payment”. 

 

 

126. Tabby (n.): عتابي 

 Striped silk taffeta, from French tabis "a rich, watered silk, from Arabic 'attabi.  

   

127. Ifrit - efreet-ifreet-afrit-afreet (n.):  عفريت 

 Not used in English 

 

128. Average (n.):  عوار 

  Any small charge over freight cost, payable by owners of goods to the master of a ship 

for his care of the goods," also "financial loss incurred through damage to goods in transit," from 

French avarie "damage to ship," and Italian avaria,.of uncertain origin. 
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129. Carafe (n.):  غراف 

 Glass water-bottle or decanter, from French carafe, from Italian caraffa from Arabic 

gharraf "drinking cup," from Persian qarabah "a large flagon.". 

  

130. Fakir (n.):  فقير 

  From Arabic faqir "a poor man," from faqura "he was poor. 

 

131. Qat / khat (n.):  قات 

 Not used in English 

  

132. Calibre (n.):  قالب  

   Inside diameter of a gun barrel, from French calibre, from Arabic qalib "a mold for 

casting. 

 

133. Alcove (n.): قبة 

  Vaulted recess, from French alcove, from Arabic al-qobbah "the vaulted chamber," from 

Semitic base q-b-b "to be bent, crooked, vaulted.". 

 

134. Carrack (n.): قرقور / السفينة الطويلة 

 Large, deep-built vessel used for trading but fitted for fighting, from French caraque 

"large, square-rigged sailing vessel," from Latin carraca,, all of uncertain origin, perhaps from 

Arabic qaraqir, plural of qurqur "merchant ship." The Arabic word is from Latin carricare "to 

load a car". 

 

135.  Gauze (n.):  قز 

 Gais, from French gaze, from Persian kazh "raw silk", from Kurdish kaj 
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136. Kismet (n.): قسمة ، نصيب  

 Fate, destiny, from Turkish qismet, from Arabic qismah, qismat "portion, lot, fate”. 

  

137. Camise (n.):  قميص 

 Not used in English  

 

138. Candy (n.):   قند 

  Crystallized sugar, from French çucrecandi "sugar candy," from Arabic qandi, from 

Persian qand "cane sugar," from Sanskrit khanda "piece (of sugar)," from Dravidian : Tamil 

kantu "candy," kattu "to harden, condense". 

  

139. Guitar (n.):  قيتارة 

 Lute-like musical instrument, from French guitare, from Latin cithara, from Greek kithara 

"cithara" from Persian sihtar. 

   

140. Cubeb (n.): َكبَابَة 

 Not used in English 

  

141. Cumin (n.): كمون 

 Umbelliferous plant of the carrot family, from English cymen, from Latin cuminum, from 

Greek kyminon, cognate with Hebrew kammon, Arabic kammun.  

 

142. Chemistry (n.):  كيمياء 

 From old French alchimie, alquemie, from Latin alkimia, from Arabic al-kimiya, from 

Greek khemeioa. Of uncertain origin. 
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143. Leban (n.):  لبن  

  From Semitic root l-b-n "white. Of Phoenician origin. 

  

144. Lime (n.):  ليمه 

  Greenish-yellow citrus fruit, from Arabic Lima "citrus fruit," from Persian limun, from 

Sanskrit nimbu "lime". 

 

145. Lemon (n.): ليمون 

 Ovate, pale yellow citrus fruit, lymon, from French limon "citrus fruit", from Arabic 

laimun,  from Persian limun, from Malay limaw "citrus fruit, lime. 

 

146. Marid (n.):  مارد 

 Not used in English 

 

147. magazine(n.): مخزن 

 Warehouse, place for storing goods, from French magasin "warehouse, depot, store" , 

from from Arabic makhazin, "storehouse". 

 

148. Mafia (n.):  مرفوض 

  From Italian Mafia "Sicilian secret society of criminals. Of uncertain origin. 

  

149. Marcasite (n.):  مرقشيثا 

  Crystallized pyrite, from Latin marchasita , from Arabic marqashīthā "iron sulfide” from 

Persian marquashisha. 
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150. Massage (n.)  مس / مساج -مسح  

  Application with the hands of pressure and strain upon muscles and joints of the body for 

therapeutic purposes, from Arabic Massa "to touch, feel, handle;" from Latin massa "mass, 

dough”. 

 

151. Mascara (n.):  مسكرة 

             Cosmetic for colouring eyebrows and eyelashes, from Spanish máscara "a stain; a 

mask". 

 

152. Mattress (n.): مطرح أو مرتبة 

  A bed consisting of a bag filled with soft and elastic material, from French materas, from 

Latin matracium, from Arabic al-matrah. 

 

153. Nucha:  نخاع ، منخع 

 Pertaining to the nape of the neck or spinal cord, from nucha "spinal cord”, from Latin 

nucha, from Arabic nukha "spinal marrow", from Kurdish Mokh” marrow, brain”. 

  

154. Gala (n.): خلعة 

 Festive dress, from French gale "merriment, from Italian gala, from Arabic khil'a "fine 

garment given as a presentation. 

  

155. Mulatto (n.):  مال  

  "One who is the offspring of a European and a black African," from Spanish mulato "of 

mixed breed, from Latin mulus "mule". 
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5.6 Conclusion 

 

 

        Out of a total of 160 so-called Arabic words that entered the English language through 

borrowing from the Arabic language, it appeared that only about 41 percent are of Arabic origin 

and the rest of the words are of other linguistic origins, or the Arabic language was only a 

mediator for transferring these words into the English language. The result concluded after 

applying the principles of etymology. That is why we believe that the claim by many parties to 

return a number of English words to an Arabic origin is inaccurate.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 

 

 

 In this research, we tried to apply the principles and rules of etymology in linguistics as a 

decisive way to determine the origin of words and lexicons that some consider foreign to the 

English language or loanwords, and that their origin is from the Arabic language, without a 

scientific linguistic support. 

 The laws and rules of etymology that we have applied to the so-called English words of 

Arabic origin, reveal decisively that most of these words, lexicons and phrases are of non-Arabic 

origin. 

 This etymological study confirms that the Arabic language was only a medium and a 

mediator for the transmission of words, vocabularies and lexicon and phrases are from other 

eastern, Middle Eastern and other languages, and not Arabic or purely Arabic. 

 This linguistic study and its practical applications open the door for those concerned with 

the history of languages and civilizations to discover civilization facts, the influence of peoples 

on each other, and the movement and paths of these cultural facts between different peoples. 
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